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Today’s
agenda

Why on-device
generative AI

Full-stack AI optimizations
for large vision models —
Stable Diffusion 

Full-stack AI optimizations
for large language models —
Llama 2

Q &A
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3LLM: Large language mode; LVM: Language vision model 

AIMET is a product of Qualcomm Innovation Center, Inc. Qualcomm AI Research is an initiative of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.

Leading machine
learning research
for on-device AI
across the entire
spectrum of topics 

Platform 
research

Applied
research

Fundamental
research

AI research

Generative AI

Multi-task 
learning & MoE

Self-supervised 
learning

Reinforcement & 
Imitation learningEmbodied AI

Model quantization,
compression, NAS

HW-SW 
co-design

Distillation of 
generative models

Power 
management

AI Model Efficiency
Toolkit (AIMET)

Deep learning

for 3D/geometry

Audio and video

perception

AI for wireless

and RF sensing

Energy-efficient

perception

AI for

chip design

On-device 

learning

Transformers & 

attention

Graph and kernel

optimization

Federated 

learning

AI assistant 
(LLM)

Computer vision & 
perception

Diffusion based 
generators 
(LVM)

Deep learning 
for graphics
 

Voice AI

Full-stack AI 
research & 
optimization
model, HW, SW 
innovation across each layer
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On-device
intelligence is 

paramount
Process data closest to the 

source, complement the cloud

Privacy

Reliability

Low latency

Cost

Energy

Personalization
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Generative AI will impact use cases across device categories

Gen AI can help improve customer
and employee experience in retail,
such as providing recommendations
for inventory and store layout

“Suggest inventory
and store layout
changes to increase
user satisfaction 
in the sports section”

IoT

Gen AI is transforming productivity
by composing emails, creating 
presentations, and writing code

PCPhone

“Make me
reservations for
a weekend getaway
at the place Bob 
recommended”

Gen AI can
become a true
digital assistant

XR

Gen AI can
help create
immersive
3D virtual
worlds
based on
simple
prompts

Automotive

Gen AI can
be used for 
ADAS/AD
to help improve
drive policy by
predicting the
trajectory and
behavior of 
various agents

“Make me a status 
presentation for
my boss based
on inputs from
my team”
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2024
2023

*Assuming INT4 parameters

On-device AI
to support
a variety of
Gen AI models

Compute: from GFLOPs to TFLOPs

Model size: from millions to billions 
of parameters

We can run models with
over 10 billion parameters
on device today* and
anticipate this growing 
substantially in the coming 
years 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000

collaborative robotics

mathematical reasoning

multi-modal (LMM)

text-to-video (LVM)

code generation

text-to-image (LVM)

dialog and NLP (LLM)

perception

Model size (billions of parameters)

1

10

100

1000

ResNet50 SD 1.5

GFLOPs
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Output image
The prompt: Panoramic view of mountains of Vestrahorn and perfect 
reflection in shallow water, soon after sunrise, Stokksnes, South Iceland, 

Polar Regions, natural lighting, cinematic wallpaper

VAE: Variational Auto Encoder; 
CLIP: Contrastive Language-Image Pre-Training

What is
diffusion?

Reverse 

diffusion

(subtract 

noise or 

denoise)

Forward 

diffusion

(add noise)

Image 

generation

Stable
Diffusion
architecture

UNet is the biggest component

model of Stable Diffusion

Many steps, often 20 or more,

are used for generating

high-quality images

Significant compute

is required

Input prompt

Stable Diffusion
(1B+ parameters)

CLIP text encoder
(123M parameters)

Scheduler UNet
(860M parameters)

VAE decoder
(49M parameters)

Step

Vase in Greek style with intricate patterns and design
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Knowledge
distillation

Create a smaller model
with fewer parameters

Run faster inference
on target deployment

Maintain prediction
quality close to
the teacher

Less training time

Training a smaller
“student” model
to mimic a larger
“teacher” model

Teacher model

Training data

Student model

Logits

Knowledge 
distillation

Logits

Soft labels

Match logits of the models
to transfer teacher model

representation and minimize
distillation loss (KL divergence)

Output

Output

Cross 
entropy 

loss

Ground
truth
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Original Stable Diffusion UNet

Pruning & 
knowledge distillation

More efficient architecture design through pruning and knowledge distillation
Reducing UNet compute (FLOPs), model size, and peak memory usage 

Efficient UNet

Convolutional
block

Attention
block



1010DDIM: Denoising Diffusion Implicit Models; MSE: Mean-squared error

Step distillation for the DDIM scheduler
Teach the student model to achieve in one step what the teacher achieves in multiple steps

Teacher: 2 UNets

Student: 1 UNet

MSE loss
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FID↓ CLIP ↑ Inference latency

Baseline (SD-1.5)

Fast SD

17.14* 0.3037 5.05 seconds

20.08 0.3004 0.56 seconds

11

Fast
Stable
Diffusion

Reduces UNet
forward passes
to less than 20

Step
distillation

Combines conditional and 
unconditional generation

Guidance
conditioning

Reduces compute
(FLOPs), model size,
peak memory usage

Efficient
UNet

Reparameterization from
epsilon to velocity space
for robust distillation

*: These results are not directly comparable since baseline Stable Diffusion was trained with over 20x larger dataset than fast Stable Diffusion. SD: Stable Diffusion 

Our full-stack AI optimization of Stable Diffusion 
significantly improves latency while maintaining accuracy 

e-to-v
Baseline 

Stable 
Diffusion

speedup vs baseline

Stable Diffusion

9x
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World’s fastest AI
text-to-image 
generative AI 
on a phone

Takes less than 0.6 seconds for generating 
512x512 images from text prompts

Efficient UNet architecture, guidance conditioning, 
and step distillation

Full-stack AI optimization to achieve this 
improvement



13LVM: Language vision model

AI acceleration on the Qualcomm®

Hexagon  NPU of the Snapdragon® 8
Gen 3 Mobile Processor

Full-stack AI 
optimization
for LVM

Runs completely
on the device

Significantly reduces
runtime latency and
power consumption

Continuously improves
the Qualcomm® AI Stack

Qualcomm® AI Engine direct
for improved performance and
minimized memory spillage  

Knowledge distillation for pruning and 
removing of attention blocks, resulting in 
accurate model with improved performance 
and power efficiency

Designing an efficient diffusion
model through knowledge
distillation for high accuracy
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LLMs are highly bandwidth limited rather than compute limited

Illustration of autoregressive language modeling
Single-token generation architecture of large languages models results in high memory bandwidth

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

A robot may not injure a human being

A robot may not injure a human

robot may not injure a humanA

Huge bandwidth
Each parameter of the 
model must be read to 
generate each token

(e.g., read 7B parameters 
for Llama 7B to generate 

a single token)

DRAMNPU DDR

TCM
Transformer layer 1

Transformer layer N

Embeddings

LM head

LLM
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LLM quantization 
motivations

LLM quantization 
challenges

A 4x smaller model 
(i.e., FP16 -> INT4) 

Reduce memory
bandwidth and storage

Reduce latency

Reduce power consumption

Maintain accuracy of

FP published models

Post-training quantization
(PTQ) may not be accurate
enough for 4-bit

The training pipeline (e.g., data

or rewards) is not available for 

quantization aware training (QAT)

Shrinking an LLM 

for increased performance 

while maintaining accuracy 

is challenging



161: Perplexity is average over several test sets, including wikitext and c4 (subset)

Quantization-aware training with knowledge distillation
Reduces memory footprint while solving quantization challenges of
maintaining model accuracy  and the lack of original training pipeline 

<1 
Point increase
in perplexity1

<1% 
Decrease in

accuracy

Construct a
training loop
that can run
two models
on the same
input data

Teacher
Llama-2-Chat 7B

[FP16]

Student 
Llama-2-Chat 7B

[INT4]

Dataset
true labels

Teacher logits

Student logits

Loss1: KL loss
(Teacher soft logits,
student soft logits)

Loss2: Cross entropy 
loss (True labels, 

student hard logits)

KD loss function combines the KL divergence loss 
and hard-label based CE loss  

Hard logits (no temperature)

Soft logits (temperature = 4)

Classes

P
ro

b
a

b
ili

ty
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Llama 2

Llama 2 draft

A good draft model predicts 

with a high acceptance rate

Draft model generates a few 

speculative tokens at a time

Target model decides which

to accept in one pass

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

A

robot should

A

A

robotrobot shouldshould notnot

Speculative decoding
speeds up token rate by trading

off compute for bandwidth

Token generated
from draft

Token checked & accepted
by target
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Llama 2

Llama 2 draft

A good draft model predicts 

with a high acceptance rate

Draft model generates a few 

speculative tokens at a time

Target model decides which

to accept in one pass

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

A

robot shouldA

robot should not

A robot should notA robot should not

A robot should not harmmay

may

may

Speculative decoding
speeds up token rate by trading

off compute for bandwidth

Token generated
from draft

Token checked & accepted
by target
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Llama 2

Llama 2 draft

A good draft model predicts 

with a high acceptance rate

Draft model generates a few 

speculative tokens at a time

Target model decides which

to accept in one pass

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics robot mayA

A robot

not

not injure a

may

injure a human

may

not injure a

Speculative decoding
speeds up token rate by trading

off compute for bandwidth

Token generated
from draft

Token checked & accepted
by target
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Llama 2

Llama 2 draft

A good draft model predicts 

with a high acceptance rate

Draft model generates a few 

speculative tokens at a time

Target model decides which

to accept in one pass

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics

Recite the first law of roboticsRecite the first law of robotics robotA

A robot

not

not injure a

may

injure a human

may

not injure a humanmay not injure a human

not injure a human being

Speculative decoding
speeds up token rate by trading

off compute for bandwidth

Token generated
from draft

Token checked & accepted
by target



Train a significantly smaller draft

LLM  for speculative decoding

while maintaining enough

accuracy is challenging

Small draft model 
motivations

Small draft model 
challenges

10x smaller draft model 
than target model

Fast results

Reduce memory bandwidth,
storage, latency,

and power consumption

The training pipeline (e.g., data

or rewards) is not available

Cover multiple families,
e.g., 7B and 13B models

Match the distribution of the target

model for higher acceptance rate
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Speculative decoding provides speedup with no accuracy loss
Using our research techniques on Llama 2-7B Chat, we achieved

          Up  to

20
tokens per second
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World’s fastest 

Llama 2-7B 

on a phone

At 
Snapdragon 

Summit 
2023

Up to 20 tokens per second

Demonstrating both chat and 

application interaction on 

device

World’s first demonstration of 

speculative decoding running 

on a phone
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World’s first 
large multimodal 
model (LMM)
on an Android phone

LLMs can now see

7+ billion parameter LMM, LLaVA, with text, 
speech, and image inputs

Multi-turn intuitive conversations about an 
image at a responsive token rate

Full-stack AI optimization to achieve high 
performance at low power

Enhanced privacy, reliability, 
personalization, and cost with on-device 
processing

LLM: Large Language Model; LLaVA: Large Language and Vision Assistant

At 
MWC
2024
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Our first 
low rank adaptation
(LoRA) on an 
Android phone

1+ billion parameter Stable Diffusion with 
LoRA adapter for customized experiences

LoRA enables scalability and customization 
of on-device generative AI across use cases

Full-stack AI optimization to achieve high 
performance while fast switching between 
adapters and minimizing memory need

Enhanced privacy, reliability, 
personalization, and cost with on-device 
processing

At 
MWC
2024



import qai_hub as hub

# select device
device = hub.get_device(“qualcomm-snapdragon-8gen2”)

# produce model
job – hub.submit_compile_and_profile_job(torce_model
name=“MyDetector”,
device=device,
input_shapes=[(3, 720, 1024)]

# deploy to device
model = job.download_target_model ()

Qualcomm AI Hub
Library of fully optimized AI models for deployment across 
Snapdragon and Qualcomm platforms

Model 
Selection

Target 
Platform Deployment

Test and 
validate 

A I H U B.Q UA LC O M M .C O M
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On-device generative AI offers many 
benefits

Generative AI is happening now on the 
device

Our on-device AI leadership
is enabling generative AI to scale

28
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www.qualcomm.com/news/onq 

Connect with us

Q
u
e
s
tio

n
s

www.youtube.com/c/QualcommResearch

www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution

www.qualcomm.com/research/artificial-intelligence 

@QCOMResearch 

https://assets.qualcomm.com/mobile- computing-newsletter-sign-up.html

https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq
http://www.youtube.com/c/QualcommResearch
http://www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution
https://www.qualcomm.com/research/artificial-intelligence
https://twitter.com/QCOMResearch
https://assets.qualcomm.com/mobile-computing-newsletter-sign-up.html
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